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 Seminar is a special time for a unique intellectual activity. It is focused but freeflowing, 
searching, questioning, going deeper to understand ideas from the text, from others and from 
within yourself.Most of the young graduates lack the confidence and fluency while interacting 
verbally. Coming either from rural or sub
record and industrial skills but lack behind while expressing 
drawback often hinders the achievements of
Syllabus topic in seminars boosts the confidence of the
interviews and group discussions.
 To motivate the students 
Physics organizeda Seminar activity during year 202
dated 20th October 2020.Total 
During this activity, B.ScIIIrdstudent
Presentations (PPTs) using zoom platform

Outcomes 
1) Increased confidence of students regarding presentation 

skills. 
2) Student gained oration experience.

Students discussing about seminar topics 
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questioning, going deeper to understand ideas from the text, from others and from 
Most of the young graduates lack the confidence and fluency while interacting 

verbally. Coming either from rural or sub-urban background, many students hold g
record and industrial skills but lack behind while expressing themselves.
drawback often hinders the achievements of students while campus placement.

in seminars boosts the confidence of the students preparing them precisely for 
interviews and group discussions. 

the students for higher studies and to promote stage daring
Seminar activity during year 2020-21.Seminar activity 

Total 11students and 3faculties were present 
studentsdelivered online seminars with help of Power

PPTs) using zoom platform. 

Increased confidence of students regarding presentation 

ation experience. 

Beneficiaries
from B.Sc III year

Students discussing about seminar topics  Student Miss. Amruta Chavan explained concept of constraints
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